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Background and Methodology
Background
The Village of Northbrook has a deep and rich history promo ng Environmental Sustainability alongside its partners in
suburban Cook County. Over the course of the past decade, the Village has been reﬁning its local policies to address environmental issues. The Village now wishes to take more directed steps in addressing the climate crisis on a local level.
Climate Ac on Plan
The Board of Trustees has requested that the Department of Development & Planning Services to oversee the work of
paleBLUEdot in preparing a Climate Ac on Plan (CAP). The intent of the CAP is to provide an assessment of local environmental condi ons and the iden ﬁca on of priori zed ac ons the Village, residents, businesses, and organiza ons can take
to ensure Northbrook is not only resilient to climate changes, but takes posi ve steps in reducing greenhouse gas emissions locally.
Community Input Survey
Understanding the perspec ves of community members and broad community input is key to any successful community
sustainability or climate planning eﬀort. With that in mind, the Village of Northbrook issued this community survey to
collect input from a broad range of community members. The intent of the survey was to help the city iden fy sustainability and climate adapta on needs, opportuni es, priori es, and issues for the Village of Northbrook.
The survey is an important early step in a new ini a ve being undertaken by the Village of Northbrook to improve resilience to climate hazards, an ac on iden ﬁed by the community within the Climate Ac on Plan as a priority focus for 2020
climate ac on.
Community Listening Sessions
In addi on to the Community Input Survey, the paleBLUEdot team assembled a “Mee ng-in-a-Box” content package to
support individuals and organiza ons within Northbrook in conduc ng climate ac on input “listening sessions”. The
“Mee ng-in-a-Box” content included three infographics, talking points, and ques ons for considera on by each listening
session group. The content was provided to 24 community groups in the Village of Northbrook as well as to a number of
Community Input Survey par cipants who indicated they would be interested in conduc ng a Listening Session. The results of ﬁve listening sessions were reported back to paleBLUEdot. The themes from these sessions are included in Sec on
2 Summary of Key Findings and all responses are included in Appendix 2 Complete Responses to Listening Sessions.
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Summary of Key Findings
Respondent Proﬁle
The survey received a total of 418 responses. Of those, 91.1% of respondents live in the Village, with
94.7% owning their home.

75.4% of all respondents work in the Village, while 7% reported owning a business in the community.

The largest age demographic of responders was 55-74 with 46.6%, then 40-54 with 30.8%.
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Summary of Key Findings
Climate Change Experience
Over 93% of respondents have no ced signs of Climate Change.
The most noted signs of change have been Higher Temperatures, Change in Weather Pa erns, Heavier Rainfalls, Season Shi , and Flooding.

Longer Periods without Rain

Longer Allergy
Reduced Air Quality
Change in Weather Patterns

Over 83% of respondents reported being personally impacted by the eﬀects of Climate Change.
The most noted personal impacts observed were Increased Air Condi oning Use, Longer Allergy Season impacts, Flooding/Flood Damage, Increased Contact with Mosquitos/Ticks, and Tree loss Due To
Storm/Flooding.

Increased Air Conditioning Use
Longer Allergy Season
Health Impact from Air Quality
Tree Loss Due To Storm/Flooding

No ced Signs of Climate Change
Personally Impacted by Eﬀects
of Climate Change
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Summary of Key Findings
Climate Change Concerns
78.3% are Very Concerned (32.3%) or Extremely Concerned (46%) about Climate Change.
The most noted areas of concern include Poten al Pollinator Popula on Decline, Decreased Water
Quality, Risk to Vulnerable People, Availability of Clean Drinking Water, Disease Outbreak, Extreme
Weather Events, Ecosystem Loss, and Increased Heavy Rain and Flood Poten al.

Poten al Pollinator
Popula on Decline

Disease Outbreak
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Decreased Water
Quality

Extreme Weather
Events

Risks to Vulnerable
People

Ecosystem Loss
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Availability of Clean
Drinking Water

Increased Heavy Rain
and Flood Poten al
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Response Summaries
Survey responses through October 29th, 2020: 418
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Response Summaries

Longer Periods without Rain

Longer Allergy
Reduced Air Quality
Change in Weather Patterns

Increased Air Conditioning Use
Longer Allergy Season
Health Impact from Air Quality
Tree Loss Due To Storm/Flooding

None of the Above
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Response Summaries

Increased Heavy Rain
and Flood Poten al
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Change in Precipitaon Pa erns

Increased Risk of
Drought

Extreme Weather
Events
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Larger Swings In
Weather
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Temperature Related Illness

Decreased Water
Quality
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Response Summaries

Use carpools, park and ride lots, or rideshare
Ride the bus at least once more per week
Walk or ride a bike at least once more per week
Use shared mobility op ons
Support development rules for walkable neighborhoods
Support streets and traﬃc controls to lower emissions
Support an -idling policies
Support taxpayer dollars to install EV charging sta ons
Support Village replacing ﬂeet with hybrid and EVs
Support increased community density
None of the Above

Support rental proper es mee ng energy eﬃciency standards
Support con nued adop on of energy eﬃciency building codes
Support energy scores on homes for sale
Support Village oﬀering incen ves for energy eﬃciency
Require businesses of a certain size to report energy use to Village
Support incen ves for customers switching from gas to electricity.
Support taxpayer dollars to reduce the climate impact of Village buildings
Support development policies that account for future climate condi ons
Support higher energy eﬃciency standards for all Village buildings
Support Village incen ves for low-income individuals improve home energy eﬃciency

None of the Above
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Response Summaries

Pay $5-$10 more for a subscrip on to local solar power
Support community solar at lower cost to low-income customers
Pay more or less for electricity at diﬀerent mes to meet energy goals
Support u lity goal for 100% renewable electricity for all customers
Support Village incen ves for residents and businesses to install solar
Support Village inves ng in technologies to enhance renewable energy
Support requiring all new buildings to install on-site solar
Support requiring all new buildings to be “solar ready”
Support Village incen vizing or promo ng new clean energy job crea on
Support Village installing renewable energy at Village proper es
None of the Above

Support Village commercial and restaurant food waste collec on service
My rates should be based on the amount of trash I throw away
Mul -family and apartments should be required to oﬀer recycling on-site
Support incen ves to divert or recycle construc on materials
Support Village processes that would divert usable items for reuse.
Support phase out of single use plas c items in restaurants and retail
None of the Above
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Complete Responses to Long-Form Ques ons
10: Please list any other ways you have been personally impacted by climate change.
Primarily heavier flooding and many more high temperature days.
Growing season, insect population,
Friends and family in Florida, terrified about rising sea
levels
More development and less green space creating more
run off on wet days
Worry about children’s future
seasonal changes, increase in severe storms, air qualiPets struggle with extreme weather; Travel impacts
(e.g. when west, forest fires); Food prices/availability
when crops effected/fail
Fear! Anxiety
It’s cyclical
More water collecting on my property for extended periods.
I am a backcountry hiker, and the damage to plant and
wildlife is obvious.
extremes in temperature, ie. heat summer; winter snow
and cold, rain
hotter sun - more skin burns, worried about water levels
in future
Can’t tolerate the increase heat and humidity
Higher energy bills
Limited opportunities for my children in the future
Season shift affecting gardening
I can't go outside on "poor/bad air quality days which
seem to be more frequent than in past years
One part of our street flood and precludes access to
Portwine Rd.
The lake is warmer, which I like, but I understand that
isn't necessarily a desirable outcome. I've also noticed
that spring lasts later, and that the fall seems shorter
and more rainy.
Lighting hit my large tree which then needed to be removed
Generalized anxiety for the future based on awareness
of climate change. Also, anxiety because family members have suffered with increased allergies, asthma
and air quality issues.
Too hot for my dahlias
Heat and humidity are simply very uncomfortable.
We are gardeners and climate change is really impacting our garden and the growing season in general
Heat exacerbates MS
worry
weather extremes
besides the covid, i stay inside much more....am not as
active

A1-2

concern for my grandchildren playing outdoors on air
quality alert days
Excessive heat causes you to remain indoors
this survey is a joke
Stress/anger over concerns of dangerous national lack
of response and rollbacks of policy designed to fight
climate change.
flooded with tiresome misinformation by misinformed
climate activists and scientists with financial incentive
to support man-made climate change.
Weather patterns seem less predictable...more extreme
Member and contributor of NRDC, Participate in Letter
writing and Text messaging for Sierra Club, contributor
of Sierra club
Air quality doesn't seem as fresh as 4 or 5 years ago.
not sure I think climate change has to be explained and
studied more.
Stretches of drought and then days of rain.
I’m a science teacher so it’s at the forefront of what I
Losses in quality and health of Northbrook's forest preserves and parks
Poor air quality
Evergreens have died and some of our trees look like
they are dyeing.
More mortality in trees and less biodiversity in the landStress on native plants
Increased water usage for my garden.
I work in the airline industry and the effects are getting
more dramatic and costly.
Need to water the lawn and garden more often
Illness due to increased air temperature.
again, climate is always changing, this is a loaded
increase in food prices
Concern with climate change migration, ocean warming, warming Arctic, iceberg melting, forest fires.
I have not.
feelings of stress when reading or hearing about environmental degradation such as destruction of the rainforests, intense and frequent wildfires in California, species extinctions, coral dieoffs...it takes an emotional toll.
Had to tint windows as the ozone seems depleted
This question is not scientific but subjective.
I developed mild seasonal allergies for the first time a
few years ago. Increased worry about the future of humanity and the profound impact climate change will
have.
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Complete Responses to Long-Form Ques ons

Delay of travel due to storms, reduced lake access due
to high bacteria counts
Winter seems to last longer than ever. Spring hardly
exists at all. Summer periods of no rain for a month or
more have destroyed newer and even some older
bushes where my sprinkler system doesn't reach. Replacing all these things is getting quite expensive.

Warmer temps in Florida. Record-breaking wet springs
three years in a row in Chicago. Greater fear of water
conditions in Lake Michigan. Hurricanes in Hous
Coronavirus
Worry for the future generations.
mentally disturbed, lots of knowledge ever since "an
Inconvient truth" but our leaders choose to ignore, or
make matters worse

It stresses me out. I'm a young person, and while plenty of people are talking about climate change, I can't
help but feel that the actions the people around me are
taking---individuals and collectives---are not proportionate to the scale of the problem. Scientists have been
telling us for years we need to transition away from fossil fuels, for example, but America is still run on coal,
oil, and natural gas. I worry about the future, and I'm
considering not having children because having a child
in the U.S. has a huge carbon footprint.
breathing

Loss of natural areas (beaches, coastlines, parks, etc)
for recreational purposes and personal joy; backyard
gardens/trees require a lot more TLC (soil requirements, disease, watering, drought)

I have been working at a local level to promote a federal nonpartisan solution to climate change since 2015. I
am the group leader for the the Citizens" Climate Lobby
Northbrook area chapter and the leader of the Baha'i
and Faith Leaders Action teams.
My house flooded 3 years ago due to 5" of rain in 8
hours.
It's not about me. It's about the health of the planet.
Sea levels, lake levels, weather extremes, pandemics.
more reluctant to travel due to weather extremes; cost/
availability of locally-grown produce since I shop at
farmers markets

On a village level, I feel that flooding in my neighborhood (wescott & maple roads) has increased over the
last 20 years. It floods my front yard closer and closer
to the lower level windows and to our foundation.

Colder winters - higher heating bills, more frequent
storm sewer back up- filling street and property
Not sure
Food availability based on seasonality and weather
extremes
People I care about in other parts of the country/world
have been severely impacted
Longer allergy season/more personally affected by environmental allergies
Lack of hard frost does not allow me to suspend allergy
medications. Unusual number of wind storms cause
siding damage, needle drop on blue spruce
I have seen glaciers receding in North America and the
Himalayas.
Water bill has increased
Higher humidity
It seems spring is colder and it's not safe to plant until
at least Memorial Day.
concern for the next generation

Depression, anxiety and stress due to lack of federal
consensus on climate change and because of energy
companies undo influence on politics (ie madigan &
comed, coal company bailouts, and fracking ).

On the positive side, our solar panels came with federal and state incentives and the village discounts our
electric and hybrid vehicle stickers.
lost beaches and beach erosion due to rising Lake
covid is just the beginning- with climate change comes
changes in wildlife habitat & behavior. for example-the
Justinian plague in 541AD was believed to be caused
by a volcanic eruption in El Salvador causing crop failure all over Europe causing the rat population to surge
into populated areas looking for food & carrying fleas
with the plague causing bacteria. Any change in climate
causes a change in wildlife behavior or patterns which
is a danger to all human health.
staying indoors more
Anxiety
Unusual water levels, irregular weather patterns
Concern/anxiety. I experience a great deal of concern
about current and future changes with wild life, general
flora and fauna changes and the impact to farming and
food supply, and to a greater extent the global water
supply.
I have served on the International City/County Managers' Association advisory committee on Sustainable
Communities, taught environmental policy at the university level, we have installed solar panels on our
home and we have all been affected directly or indirectly by increasing migration caused by climate change
around the world.
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Complete Responses to Long-Form Ques ons
16: What other concerns do you have about possible impacts of climate change?
Living in fear that my children will suffer due to climate
change
Dead and dying trees
Greater insect infestations.

Scarcity of water for all uses, increased disease risks
due to insect vectors coming northwards
Future if the planet

People and villages talking about things that cannot be
explained, like weather cycles that happen over millions
of years. They will instead blame it on current happenings. The Earth will take care of itself.
Garden loss due to flooding

significant air polution

Increased severity of storms, volatility of seasons
(extremely mild or extremely harsh winters) increased
water level of Lake michigan
Rising levels of water on Lake Michigan!
Raised lake levels
Less snowfall in winter
Increased severity of weather patterns have impacted
my travel and college location preferences.
More bike Trails needed
I was to take a trip to Havasu Falls but it was flooded
Forests burning, ice melting, fear for the future
changing timing of seasons
Everyone is impacted by climate change personally.
16: What other concerns do you have about possible impacts of climate change?

Climate migration due to inhospitable places that are
too hot to live in.
You aren't phrasing the questions correctly. You
shouldn't be asking whether I am concerned, because
that is an emotional reaction. You should be asking
whether I think these things are bad for our environment, and my answers would be much more significant.
More extreme temperatures will result in greater energy consumption. Populations will be forced to migrate
due to impact of draught on ability to farm and fish.
Certain crops will no longer be sustainable.
Social unrest especially if clean water supplies are impacted
loss of ice in the poles and rise in sea levels
People should be prepared for change rather than trying to stop it
public not aware that animal & plant life changing
course. i.e. animals in west are moving to higher elevations to follow some of their food supply. Over use
of pesticides is causing change in soil content, breakdown, plant and animal life.

Insecticides and pesticides spraying worsening the
Rising sea levels. The impact to many others will be far
greater than what we experience here
Population shifts because some areas will become
uninhabitable. What will the earth by like for generations to come?
Sudden ecological collapse; Impact on my kids and
future grandkids
Mostly on land and wildlife.
Oceanic inundation for other communities
General quality of life/enjoyment of nature impacts
Quality of life for my children and grandchildren
We adapt
Current administration seems anti science and rolling
back programs to address climate change. Afraid we’ll
get beyond the point of no return.
Melting of polar caps and glaciers
Forced migrations - both internal to the country and
interntional due to loss of livable land mass.
The kind of planet we are leaving for the generations to
A1-4

rising cost of food
how far back are we supposed to look 1 year, 10
years, 10000 years?? sti
tax increases and companies and cities not doing anything to address the issue
farm industry
Cant go outside in the summer or winter
Impact on farming - we have farms in central IL, and
already they have trouble getting the planting done
because of heavy spring rains.
We are not addressing the issue now and later may be
too late to fix the impact of climate change.
Mass migration of humans
Being prepared and doing what we can to improve infrastructure to prepare for inevitable changes that will
occur
Decline of Federal support/concern.
That there are simple solutions but people don’t understand and are too lazy.
Insurance cost. Refugee crisis
air quality
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Job loss, mass migration/refugees, conflict for resources, starvation
My main concerns are more about global cultural deterioration, loss of biodiversity, war and other conflicts
among countries and populations, and impacts on
people with fewer resources and greater challenges.
Human extinction
more economic insecurity due to inability to create new
economic models based on combating climate change
due to government inaction
Pay more attention to restoring habitat in parks and
forest preserves.
The major increase in costs to mitigate the effects.
none, the climate is always changing. man-made climate change is a very debatable topic. majority of scientists agree to this point, not the bologna that is usually spouted by the activists, press, etc. it's also a debatable subject whether or not climate change would
be a bad or good thing. this is a very politically driven
subject with very little actual studying of the data.
Exaggeration of claims not based on facts.
loss of species, impact on the vulnerable: poor and
homeless, migration due to uninhabitable land, soil
loss, ocean acidification, loss of jobs
Village infrastructure can't handle increased flooding,
so it backs up into our basement. Need to add water
retention and bigger storm sewers
water pollution in waterways due to pesticides and antibiotics used in animal agriculture; soil degradation
due to pesticides which will lead to food insecurity; increase in zoonotic diseases due to loss of habitat and
capturing wildlife...among other concerns
See this as greed issue. Who cares about what the
people want when the corporation needs to make more
$ and more profit for shareholders.
I am deeply concerned about climate refugees and
whether the US and other nations north of the equator
will be able to absorb everyone.

I worry that we'll reach a "tipping point" that could lead
to a "runaway warming" scenario, in which the Earth
continues to warm regardless of how drastically we cut
emissions. In other words, it would be too late to turn
the ship around. I worry that climate change will have
significant, detrimental economic impacts and create
political instability around the world, including here in
the United States.

Climate refugees
Climate related migration to cooler, less dry areas.
Breakdown of the food chain
Potential extinction of humans and mammals.
Population loss
Global concerns for already vulnerable people, particularly coastal communities, indigenous communities,
low socio-economic areas, people of color, etc. who
will feel heightened impacts. Also concerns about increased war and global migration due to extreme
weather and reduction of available resources.
drought and famine throughout the world, mass migration and suffering, more wars
Mosquito borne disease, population migration, crop
failure
Desalinazation of the oceans
Loss of shoreline
I"m concerned about global wildlife and plant life
loss...both from climate change and human impact.
outbreaks of violence as a result - increasing poverty
and migration to seek safety and health and flee violence
confirmations about limited food and other resources
worldwide
Filling and desertification
The overall future of our planet, life as we know it,
won't be here for future generations. Read the children's book, THE WUMP WORLD; it's a great tale of
what could be Planet Earth, if per chance we are not
more mindful on our carbon footprint, and more conscientious toward environmental issues.
I'm going to need this planet to be habitable for the
next 50 years, at least.
Political instability
see previous statement-these covid changes will become the new norm very soon due to increase disease
spread
Impact on wildlife, loss of natural habitat
Habitat loss for millions of species
How it impacts low income communities the most in
terms of the care they get, information access, distance to big polluters and companies, the fact that
around 75% of climate change is the fault of just 100
big companies and individual action doesn't do much
in the grand scheme.
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Complete Responses to Long-Form Ques ons

That action will be too late and that the course is irreversible
Decline in quality of life--we have no green spaces remaining.
Flooding impacting public transportation & trains
I am concerned about other areas of the Country outside of the watershed securing access to water from
Lake Michigan and other Great Lakes, leading to a
draining of the resource.

21: What ideas do you have on how the Village can
reduce greenhouse gas emissions associated with
Transportation in the community? If you do not think
this is feasible/ necessary, why?
Planting native plants and help eliminate invasive Species like buckthorn
Solar panels
Plant trees
Work with our industrial partners. Homes and individuals
have a role, but we pale in impact compared to the businesses. My backyard compost in a year is tiny compared
to Sunset's daily food scrap waste, same for my electric
or water usage compared to our large/industrial sites.
Find ways to help them be environmentally safe. Ex: Can
Northbrook Court be energy neutral or even provide solar
or wind generated power into the community?

Immigration issues are likely to be exacerbated; current flood risk policies are not likely to be sustainable;
restrictive policies on green energy generation; subsidies for fuels and activities that exacerbate climate
change compound risk while diverting resources from
mitigation efforts.
Impact on humans' ability to enjoy recreation outdoors. Do not let development happen at Green Acres site
The potential of human extinction if climate change is
not addressed
Overall stability in the world.

Electric buses to drive commuters to train during rush
hour; Incentives/perks for businesses to transition to
electric vehicles since we have such a large business
community.

Loss of the North and South Pole icecaps and resulting
rise in seawater levels, decrease in land mass and
Stop cutting downs trees and natural vegetation that inpopulation relocation away from current shores.
take/decrease CO2 to build more apartment complexes
that increase population density, congestion and vehicle
higher taxes based on inaccurate speculation
The emails negative effects on human beings and reli- traffic that increase CO2.
Discount if bike to train station
ance on medical equipment just to stay alive
Make Metra and Pace use as appealing as possible
Difficulty predicting the needs of native plants.
Most concerned about food, water and biodiversity
changes
Dangers of 5 G
Impacts to the economy

Better walking paths & biking lines. Set aside greenspace for parks vs. development
replace park & school grass fields with native prairie
plants to minimize mowing
Absolutley NOT any more density. Are you crazy?
Encourage better mileage standards.

Food and clean water shortages.
warming of oceans causing loss of coral fields, decreased ice shelf...
global disturbances, inability to assist where situations
will be worse
Food production
economic
The world erupting into chaos / disorder / destruction
because of the negative effects on people, resources,
food, wildlife, biodiversity, etc.
concerned for folks living along the East and West
coasts
Heating and cooling
lots!
Decrease in healthy population

A1-6

Support regional efforts.
Create new public housing opportunities that are carbon
neutral. This is both possible and cost effective!
promote school bussing - for every bus you get 60 cars
off the road, 2x/day
Continue to support the ParkDistrict in its efforts to save
trees and maintain open spaces
. Continue to require a green aspect to any GreenAcres
development
Less housing density. More open space. More trees.
Don't forget the railroads - idling, diesel versus electric,
etc.
Make bicycle friendly. Make bike lane
Make it easier for residents and businesses to access
solar power.
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We can paint roofs white to raise albedo and lower temperatures., We can invest in a solar farm for electricity.

Unfortunately I think Northbrook as a village can have
very limited impact. We could do some things that feel
good, but won't actually change greenhouse gas. I
would support Northbrook acting as part of a regional or
national initiative that would have a scale that makes a
difference. Restricting my use, without regional consensus just won't do any good.

Encourage the use of hybrid and e-vehicles by lowering
the Village sticker fee for such vehicles.
publicly post community statistics with goals - when people see numbers and targets and how they are doing,
they modify behavior
Don't bother
some park district locations are hard to access by bike or
on foot, and shadier sidewalks in some areas would help
Plant. More. Trees.
continue with Covid-required virtual Village Trustee and
Commission meetings in lieu of in person to reduce vehicle use

don't have at this moment. Provide easy forum to do so
at any time!!!!!!!
more sidewalks so schools are walkable and longer pedestrian walk signals at busy intersections that route children to schools
Make existing thoroughfares more pedestrian and bicycle
friendly.

Cut staff so there aren't as many drivers
Plant more trees
a gas tax that 100% goes to invest in electric charging
stations,hydrogen refill stations and pays for converting
city vehicles to non-gas vehicles. Including converting/
replacing all ambulances, fire trucks, police, school buses, garbage trucks, public buses away from ICE vehicles
to electric or hydrogen vehicles.
create a more walkable/bikeable downtown area
1. Lower the speed limits and write more speeding tickets. NO one obeys East Shermer, or East Dundee speed
limits. We see and hear extremely fast trucks cars and
motorcycles every day all day. 2. Its impossible to go
east to the lakefront on Dundee or any other route. 3.
Make better bike paths east and through the "downtown
areas" where no clearly visible bike paths are painted. 4.
Supply bike parking racks at all the downtown shopping
areas to encourage use of bike shopping versus gigantic
parking lots.
Tax credit for electric/hybrid cars and plant more landscapes throughout Northbrook.
Alliow electric ATV type vehicles in city streets with 30
mph or below speed limits.
Not to lose metra for going downtown. Buses could be
replaced with Uber or cabs. Flood prevention and we
need to stop so much residential building
amplify the increase in community density
none
Stop allowing the tearing down of all the small houses
and building these monsters. There is no yard for water
drainage. They use more of everything and waste more.
Yards use poisons all of the time.
Electric vehicles for public works

Vehicles should be replaced with electric at normal time
of replacement. I am retired so many of the questions
regarding ride share do not relate to me.

LED city lights, river restoration, safer bike paths along
the roads..., gray water use, more permeable pavements, native planting education, more bioswales along
streets.

The most effective and fuel efficient police vehicles. For
example, the base engine is fine.

Default rec supported power supply. Education on home
solar

Re replacing Village vehicles--when each is ready to be
retired.

Protected bike lanes, covered bike parking at Metra, covered bike parking at schools, reduce air travel

tell the moms with the hate has not home here signs to
park their giant SUVs that take their 2 kids to Greenbriar
and back
Northbrook Climate Ac on Plan Community Input Survey
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Complete Responses to Long-Form Ques ons

Help make forest preserves, parks, and other amenities
more attractive and available as alternatives to vacations
requiring air travel and long driving. Find a way to prohibit or reduce media's use helicopters (often multiple) for
photographing traffic and accidents.
create more affordable housing to allow more people to
relocate to Northbrook
Reduce mowed lawns - especially on corporate campuses, parks, and forest preserves. Mowing releases petroleum carbon. Plants sequester carbon, especially in underground roots
It is hard to support some of these transportation proposals without knowing exactly how much they will cost.
Why should I pay for charging stations?
have flexibility with employees working from home
Increase the number of hybrid/electric vehicles in the
fleet wherever possible.
i like that NB continues to encourage tree plantings in
neighborhoods and helps with cost.
We have a huge corporate/warehouse flat roof footprint
in Northbrook. That is an easy win for more solar.

This question and those above assume there is sufficient
value (economic or philosophical) to justify the actions.
Obviously each is doable and in some cases perhaps
correct decision but without thought sound cost/benefit
analysis it's ridiculous for Northbrook to take action
based on poorly founded opinions. Survey appears to be
more social posturing than good management.
Preparation for more electric vehicles, especially for Village fleets, but not overspending until more consumers in
our town drive electrics. More environmental science in
our schools! Teach kids how to solve the problems we
will be facing. Currently there is NO mandatory environmental science- my child's first opportunity to study it is
as a senior at GBN, and as an elective.
Stop building new, put in a park instead of more housing.
Free bus.
They are all covered above, but truly the most important
in my view is walkable streets. There are no sidewalks in
so many areas. This needs to change.
Bike lanes with strict safety guidelines.
promote car sharing among students /parents going to
from school, create a $ permit to allow parents to pick up
students when a bus is available , educate parents to the
negative effects on the environment due to car pick up

Improve bike accessibility. Dedicated bike lanes are wonderful. Provide a tax credit for fuel-efficient and electric
vehicles. Educate people on how vehicle emissions contribute not only to climate change but also to air pollution,
Every street repaving project should include sidewalks or which is a leading cause of death worldwide. Install more
bike lanes. Also, we need more bike racks everywhere.
bike racks, in the "inverted U" style.
Pedestrians should always have right away when in a
Make it easier to use alternative means of transportation
crosswalk. I believe this is the law in Illinois but it is not
within northbrook. Ex: bike lanes on main roads.
enforced. We need more signage and a public inforWaukegan Skokie Blvd Dundee
mation campaign so drivers will observe it and pedestrians will feel safer thereby encouraging more walking. I've
EV charging stations are not that expensive, but could
seen this rule very stringently observed in other states/
make us more EV friendly.
cities (Appleton, WI, and Boulder, CO)
re: Above - bike lanes are not the obstacle. Also, HYUse solar panels for Village buildings
DROGEN cars - not battery electric cars - are where we
should be going.
if you have read my previous responses, you will know
my answer.
Work with north shore communities to ensure we all do
better.
No idle zones by schools, park district, village buildings.
Better constructed public buildings ( better insulation, eco Create transit-oriented housing. Follow AARP’s guidelines for walkable communities
friendly designs, use of solar or wind power)
Reduce number of freight trains passing through
NORTHBROOK
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Identify potential reclamation of unused/abandoned
parking lots/streets to improve drainage, reduce urban
heat island effects. Increase tree-planting programs
throughout Northbrook to provide more shade to citizens
and buildings in the summer.
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Make bike riding safer, clear sidewalks during winter and
reduce flooding on sidewalks, more sidewalks, have free
transportation around the main shopping areas.
Implement the bike plan, much much faster and go beyond current plan recommendations! Many details for
safe walkability are still ignored. Northbrook has great
potential, but same 'ole, same 'ole, stodgy slow actions
that lack implementation. Stop playing developer and
spend the money on useful improvements for walking,
biking, and on-demand all-ages public transportation.
more bike lanes, more charging stations, centralize commerce in downtown areas of northbrook
Cut back on teenage driving
There were extreme hot and cold temperatures 100
years ago before we had cars and the industrial revolution. There are more polar bears now than there were in
the 1970s. Al Gore predicted CA would be underwater by
now. Since everyone stayed home due to Covid we
should have seen a vast improvement in our air quality
and should have negated some of the impact of climate
change.
Discounted village stickers for electric vehicles
All vehicles operating in NB should be electric or natural
gas...garbage/recycling trucks, mail trucks, the NB fleet,
police vehicles, fire engines, etc.
work with the city and neighboring communities for regional planning
Mankind has no impact on the climate whatsoever!
This survey is predicated on the idea that we humans
have control over climate change. We humans have degraded the environment in so many ways for so man;y
years, it is impossible for me to even consider the idea
that "climate change" can suddenly be controlled by humans because our whole way of life has evolved on the
accumulative disregard to the environment and that we
are in charge. How much of our way of life are we willing
to give up for the environment, i.e., our water supply, our
food supply? I don't know the answer to that. Humans
think they are in so much control of the environment
when we degraded it because we thought it was OURS
and now when we suddenly want to "fix" it. The hubris is
amazing. Nature may have sent its first ballistic missile
with Covid because it is the accumulation of population,
and proximity to wildlife that brought about our current
pandemic. And, have we looked to nature to help us
solve
Contracts with eco-friendly utilities for consumers
Tax reduction with residences who plant native and reduce lawn
continue shift to electric vehicles, restrict diesel burning
trucks

We are between two expressways and a huge international airport. We need to do more to clean our air! We
need more trees and other landscapes. We need more
open land (SMALL new development that promote
MORE YARD SPACE so homeowners can plant landscapes), MONITOR and ENFORCE the planting of trees
and replacement trees on newly developed properties,
KEEP more open land that already exists -- stop all the
commercial development, build more safe bike lanes that
connect us to the DPR and Skokie Valley Trail/North
Branch Trail, STOP the use of chemicals and other nonenvironmentally wise lawn services.
There is Lots of law area on school properties like Shabonee that could be planted with trees. We should restrict
the use of glyphosate and other herbicides that are
harming trees. Have schools incorporate community gardening into their curricula
Create walking area along downtown river area, including the parking lot by Baskin Robbins shops.
make more bike paths and lanes, and more walkerfriendly downtown areas
Better bike lanes to travel from one side of town to the
next, also change the old un-used railroad tracks on the
East side to a trail with rails to trails.
plant more trees
1. Change bylaws to allow line drying of laundry in rear
gardens or on rotary clothes line. Tumble drying of
clothes has a huge carbon footprint . 2. Have education
and penalties for those not using their recycling bin, or
not using it correctly and contaminating recycled materials. 3. More cycle lanes and bike racks. 4. Introduce financial Incentives for Electric vehicle ownership with reduced village sticker or other reduced taxes. 5. Provide
regular solar power information sessions and other go green initiatives education sessions. 6. Improve bus
transportation. 7. Encourage local employers to provide
shuttle to Metra stations. 8. Encourage less lawns, and
less use of lawn chemicals. 9. Finally, I am thrilled
you're taking action
We must make sure that going forward we don't cause
more harm than good when adding more transportation
and such. Transportation only does so much especially
in Northbrook where many drive.
Incentivize walking and cycling. Make downtown
(Meadow/Shermer) a hub spot with pedestrian traffic only.
Unless we are willing to make expensive infrastructure
changes, it's just a pipe dream.
Increase use of electric vehicles for village use
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Create a light rail system running from Dundee/Skokie
Highway to the downtown Metra Station. Then, consider
an extension running up Skokie Boulevard to Lake Cook
and west to Northbrook Court. This would allow more
people to live, work and socialize in Northbrook without
using cars. It would promote greater density in the
downtown and greater economic viability for businesses.
The retail businesses and office buildings along Skokie
Boulevard and at Northbrook Court would be more viable. People from outside Northbrook could reach Northbrook by car and park at new municipal lots along Skokie
Boulevard and reach other areas in the community. People could come to Northbrook via Metra and travel by
light rail to offices, retail and entertainment venues along
Skokie Boulevard and Northbrook Court.
Incentivize green energy generation including community
solar; remove obstacles to residential/commercial property wind generation; actively encourage energy conservation through promoting energy audits and waste mitigation; encourage recycling in public works projects such
as the use of plastic waste in asphalt projects; embrace
the UN Global Goals for sustainability...for a start.
Support the proliferation of electric vehicles through
availability of charging and other incentives.
Need more bike lanes, route maps, bike parking,
Am unsure how that an be done
Better timing of traffic signal and train crossings
Not sure.
I think that the option for e bike sharing and electric
scooter sharing (if they were available) is a good way to
make other ways of transportation besides cars more
accessible.
I know you already mentioned it above, but I would like to
emphasize how wonderful it would be if I could to ride my
bike safely to the farmer's market, grocery store or other
shops or restaurants easier, frequent trips around town
would be easy and emission free. Seeing others out for a
leisurely ride would increase participation. There are
many of us 50ish year olds that just don't feel safe riding
in the street. We used to ride around on the sidewalk
with our kids, but an adult riding alone on the sidewalk
isn't allowed.
No ideas. I think we should just adapt.
I have always wondered why the village, including Police,
Fire and Village employees have to drive the biggest,
gas guzzling vehicles available, instead of using more
fuel efficient vehicles. Maybe this is a start.
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More development of parks and nature preserves. Looking into clean power sources for public buildings and other green measures.
Train and assist residents on composting and recycling
effectively
More/easier solar options and car charging
Not related to transportation, Official compositing project? Why can’t we put composting bins out just like trash
cans?
With a pandemic going on, carpooling and taking public
transportation is not going to work for everyone. Having
safe bike/walking lanes would be great. Reward people
for driving hybrid vehicles.
If the uptown area were more walkable/had more outdoor
eating options, etc, I think people might choose to walk
or bike to town more frequently.
Create an overpass or underpass on dundee road to reduce cars idling during train passing and also helps with
traffic. Plant trees at the larger business buildings (UL)
I would like to see more and safer options for bike riding.
I would definitely ride my bike more within the village to
run/ride errands but I don't feel safe having to ride on
streets with heavy traffic.
I would use public transportation if it were affordable and
there were actual routes. I have lived without a car and
relied on pt and walking in urban areas that have it.
More parking spaces at the train station
Increased bike infrastructure. Not just lanes but racks/
parking, etc. I biked to the farmer's market today and
there was nowhere to lock up my bike.
More Public transportation, BIKE LANES, safer bike access over 41 bridge to Lagoons
Reduce idling at bank and drug store drive ups
Create bike lanes
Plant more trees
Offer grants to those who want to colorize their homes
Use bike or walking options to driving
increase village sticker fees for bigger cars and multiple
household cars
have more park district activities promoting all age (not
just families with kids) activities like bike riding, snow
shoeing, cross country skiing, roller skating - by closing
some village streets for a learn to and do together type
activity.
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Economic incentives to reduce flooding, air pollution
And energy use would help. Using more renewable energy what reduce our environmental footprint.
Reliable, safe, efficient, accessible, environmentallyfriendly public transportation.
Organize school bus routes to carry more than 2 or 3
children in a bus.
Don’t know
Limiting drive throughs
Get schools and organizations to do volunteer clean
ups of parks, beaches, empty lots, etc.
23: What ideas do you have on how the Village can
reduce greenhouse gas emissions associated with
Buildings, Housing, and Development in the community? If you do not think this is feasible/ necessary, why?
More solar panels and put compost bins & recycling
bins at schools
More recycling programs to make it easier for people to
recycle.
Focus on the biggest individual users - who are our super users?
Keep Green Acres as green space
The last one is key. Financing is a big issue with many
people not able to provide the upfront capital needed for
energy efficiency upgrades that will save them money.
PACE and C-PACE financing are needed (policy implementation first). "Pay As You Go" or PAYS is another
model.; As far as using tax payer money to transition
local government building - yes, but do seek grants and
such for funding too.
Stop cutting downs trees and natural vegetation that
intake/decrease CO2 to build more apartment complexes that increase population density, congestion and
vehicle traffic that increase CO2. I'm in the suburbs
because I want space and trees, natural areas - stop
urbanizing the suburbs; it'll help improve air quality and
the environment.
Plan of electrification of park district buildings
Install solar panels on all village structures that are not
shaded by trees
Making solar energy more affordable.
The village should never t spend money on programs
already subsidized by state and federal funds

23: What ideas do you have on how the Village can
reduce greenhouse gas emissions associated with
Buildings, Housing, and Development in the community? If you do not think this is feasible/ necessary, why?
We need to make sure that we help low-income people
adopt environmentally friendly technology, housing, and
cars. I would support using tax dollars to fund this.
consortium to buy green energy
Allow composting
We need to do everything in our power to conserve energy and avoid more climate change!
Less density Larger lots.
All new residential structures should be required to pipe
electrical conduit and establish sufficient panel capacity
to allow relatively inexpensive installation of electric
vehicle (EV) charging stations in garages and surface
parking lots (especially new single-family homes and
major work on garages - but this should also apply to
new apartment buildings, retirement communities, etc.).
Any new parking structures should have a certain percentage of spaces equipped for EV charging. All public
parking lots should have spaces equipped for EV charging. Businesses, and especially houses of worship imbedded in the community should have their parking lots
equipped for some EV charging so that residents can
acquire an EV without having to wire their order home
garage right away. All of this EV charging (other than
private property) should be arranged with a partner (e.g.
ChargePoint) to invest and operate it with a cut for the
Village and rates monitored by the Village like any other
utility.
Make it more walkable and bikeable city. Putting LED
lights for night time walking/bikers. Make the road safe
for people to walk/bike
Give access to renewable energy via community or distributed solar and energy storage.
Raise the status of the problem from the EQ Commission, which is basically window dressing.
New and existing developments should have landscaping that incorporates more native plants and less grass/
sod. There should be more regulations restricting chemical treatments of landscapes, both business and residential.
Provide special bonuses for Net Zero homes / buildings
and a percentage target i.e. 5% of homes Net Zero by
2025 etc.
Don't bother. It's a waste of time and money
encourage density and zone to allow ADUs (accessory
dwelling units)
Require rather that incentive
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Refresh the Village's stagmant Green Building Ordinance to encourage green building, whetether LEED
certified, LEED-like, or other nationally recognized rating green buiding methodolgy like USDOE's "Designed
to Earn Energy Star" or Net Zero.
Don’t give new construction permission . More building
comes at the cost of trees just as the new townhouses
in Shermer road . Plant more trees and add more parks.
teach children & parents to be more efficient in afterschool car pick=ups.
campaign to reduce outdoor lighting around homes;
lights aiming down not up; solar lighting for pathways
rather than electric.
Encourage the use of and reduce the barriers to solarand wind-powered electrical generation.
Cut staff and consolidate into one building
Stop approving so many new housing developments
LED's, LED's, LED's everywhere. Platinum Leed certified on all new buildings. Gold on newer built, and Silver on older buildings. Mandatory solar panels/shingles
on all new buildings, incentives on existing. Smaller
windmills for individual homes and businesses. Incentives for homeowners for better insulation, windows &
doors.
1. Before they build: require bike racks, bike access,
bike parking areas. 2. Increase establish tax incentives
to builders that install solar to subsidize use of electricity andor gas. Eiminate prospective development that
rips out trees (like the Gateway) and the shopping center Willow and Landwehr until a realistic demand study
is verified that the property will definitely be leased.
Look at all the trees Northbrook allows to be ripped out
- Crate and Barrel - for another 50 car parking lot - this
should not be permitted.
Require all new home construction to have solar panels.
Consider the environment of new developement only
Switch to solar and geothermal
Require all new homes over 2400 square feet to install
solar panels - encourages smaller homes and less grid
load for larger ones.
Reduce lawns and mowing in residential, corporate,
and public lands settings. Promote habitat and gardens
instead. Ban leaf-blowers.
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Stop cutting grass when not needed (many times I see
landscapers mowing lawn that does not need it). Plant
native prairie plants on village lawns and cul de sacs
rather than grass, this would do two things, the plants
would draw out more carbon than lawns, it would save
the village cost of maintenance and lower pollutants by
not cutting. Plus it would be beneficial to wildlife.
Go solar
provide incentives for LEED building and decreasing
impervious surface to preserve more open space. Provide new zoning codes to require more green space for
every development. Use more permeable hardscapes
for building and provide incentives and education on
green roofs.
The Village has no business becoming Big Brother.
Businesses would have to report their energy use? You
cannot be serious.
Encourage the use of lower flow faucets and toilets.
Assure businesses have good ventilation systems that
are environmentally friendly.
As stated before... There is a huge amount of available
flat roof corporate buildings ready for solar.
The village should have incentives to increase the number of solar panels.
I would like to see the Village work with property owners
to install renewable energy resources. Any new buildings should be required to include solar/renewable energy.
frugality is your answer
This question and those above assume there is sufficient value (economic or philosophical) to justify the
actions. Obviously each is doable and in some cases
perhaps correct decision but without thought sound
cost/benefit analysis it's ridiculous for Northbrook to
take action based on poorly founded opinions. Survey
appears to be more social posturing than good management.
decouple the free power or somehow incentivize the
village and library to reduce energy usage. as it is now,
there is no incentive since power is free or reduced.
As replacements are needed in village property make
them energy and climate efficient.
Increases taxes. Do not support
Increase consumption of renewable energy
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Development of solar and wind energy sources. Encourage more people to work from home by changing
the zoning codes to allow this, but not commercial businesses in residential neighborhoods. Insist school buses create less pollution, make schools more energy
efficient using alternate energy sources.
do not remove trees for development; trees absorb carbon and removing them may release it and means the
village is absorbing less carbon
Too much of a burden on people to require these
measures, many of which have yet to be proven effective. People have been devastated by Coid 19 with job
loss and uncertainty and any mandates burden residents more. This stuff may sound good in theory, but
ALL sides of the issue and perspectives need to be
looked at. Things like...Where are we now? What hasn't? Why and why not? Where do we want to be? Why
do we want to be there? What has worked? What scientific research are you looking at (Is it balanced? Does it
make sense to the average person or do you need a
PhD to understand it? Does it stand the test of time?) to
make decisions for the community? Does it meet the
wishes and desires of ALL or just the majority? Do we
really NEED it? Can we phase things in and out gradually? Are you really looking at the long term impact to
the health of the residents on things that are not tested?...
Provide incentives to contractors using green tools; solar power, water conservation methods.
Promote solar use
Require homes and buildings to get an energy audit
every 5 years, and provide financial incentives for owners to properly insulate their homes in order to increase
efficiency. Install solar panels on as many buildings as
possible. Use triple-pane windows to reduce heat transfer from buildings to the outdoors. Educate the public
about how sealing their home can help the environment
and their pocketbook by reducing heating and airconditioning costs. Provide tax credits for owners who
install solar panels. Use the "psychology of influence" to
let residents know how their energy efficiency compares
to their neighbors'. Educate the public about using passive solar to heat and cool their homes. Install rooftop
gardens to offset emissions.
ComEd may be the most arrogant, non-responsive, &
hard to reach the right person company I’ve every dealt
w/. Hate to put all our energy needs under their control
without massive changes to the way they do business,
including how they treat customers.

Install solar panels on Village buildings wherever feasible. Likewise, green roofs wherever feasible. Oh, wrote
this before I saw the next page.
I think at the federal level, we should put a tax on carbon producers(coal, gas, frackers) that increases each
year in order to have carbon ay for the pollution it is
creating and help all of us choose renewably produced
goods and services.
Stifle all new development.
Like GLENVIEW, there needs to be a pause on development. Don’t develop NW corner of Pfingsten and Willow.
Change zoning laws to allow for increased home sharing and ADUs.
plant more trees,
Pay more attention to restoring habitat in parks and forest preserves and train people how to take care of the
landscaping on their property.....and train and require
landscape companies is implement solutions.
Reduce mowed lawns - especially on corporate campuses, parks, and forest preserves. Mowing releases
petroleum carbon. Plants sequester carbon, especially
in underground roots
Look at the land use changes recently- most are tired
'70s car dependent solutions or are a joke (e.g the
"road diet" on Shermer only gave space to the developer, not the street- now the proportional setback is all
messed up.) Build the connections so that cargo bikes
and micro-transit can be used for short trips to the grocery/drug store. I live close to Mariano's (Willow/
Sanders) but I cannot get there by bike because of no
connecting protected path at the west end of Techny
(approaching Sanders) and Sanders is full of debris/
gravel. Redevelop small units near existing shopping
for affordability and reduced or no car ownership. What
is happening at Willow/Phingsten is a travesty. The
commercial vacancy is out of control with more dilution
of the occupancy on the way. The land use policies
need to locate a lot of units near existing shopping and
colocate new units with redevelopment of existing vacant commercial (e.g. Sanders/Dundee.) This is only
possible with new zoning policy and some aesthetic
improvements. The new developments look horrible
from an architectural, landscape and aesthetic aspect.
Northbrook has worsened as it has become even more
of a developer's doormat.

Build solar farm for village government and community
use
Explore
moreInput
about
heat pumps, tankless water heatNorthbrook Climate Ac on Plan
Community
Survey
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ers, solar and wind energy. Require new construction or
renovations to use the highly-rated energy-efficient furnaces and AC, as well as appliances.
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Install solar panels on Village buildings wherever feasible. Likewise, green roofs wherever feasible. Oh, wrote
this before I saw the next page.
I think at the federal level, we should put a tax on carbon producers(coal, gas, frackers) that increases each
year in order to have carbon ay for the pollution it is
creating and help all of us choose renewably produced
goods and services.
Stifle all new development.
Like GLENVIEW, there needs to be a pause on development. Don’t develop NW corner of Pfingsten and Willow.
Change zoning laws to allow for increased home sharing and ADUs.
plant more trees,
Pay more attention to restoring habitat in parks and forest preserves and train people how to take care of the
landscaping on their property.....and train and require
landscape companies is implement solutions.
Reduce mowed lawns - especially on corporate campuses, parks, and forest preserves. Mowing releases
petroleum carbon. Plants sequester carbon, especially
in underground roots
Look at the land use changes recently- most are tired
'70s car dependent solutions or are a joke (e.g the
"road diet" on Shermer only gave space to the developer, not the street- now the proportional setback is all
messed up.) Build the connections so that cargo bikes
and micro-transit can be used for short trips to the grocery/drug store. I live close to Mariano's (Willow/
Sanders) but I cannot get there by bike because of no
connecting protected path at the west end of Techny
(approaching Sanders) and Sanders is full of debris/
gravel. Redevelop small units near existing shopping
for affordability and reduced or no car ownership. What
is happening at Willow/Phingsten is a travesty. The
commercial vacancy is out of control with more dilution
of the occupancy on the way. The land use policies
need to locate a lot of units near existing shopping and
colocate new units with redevelopment of existing vacant commercial (e.g. Sanders/Dundee.) This is only
possible with new zoning policy and some aesthetic
improvements. The new developments look horrible
from an architectural, landscape and aesthetic aspect.
Northbrook has worsened as it has become even more
of a developer's doormat.
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Build solar farm for village government and community
use
Explore more about heat pumps, tankless water heaters, solar and wind energy. Require new construction or
renovations to use the highly-rated energy-efficient furnaces and AC, as well as appliances.
whenever possible, continue to support sustainable
sources for electricity and decrease the use of coal fight for that change
The Village can not reduce greenhouse gas emissions!
help homeowners with air sealing homes, help incentivize solar panels
STOP ALLOWING FOR BIG HOUSES on small land;
ensure and enforce the replacement of trees and the
planting of new trees/landscapes in the development
plans. STOP the mass use of asphalt and concrete in
commercial development - use LEED practices and
other pro-environmental practices
The building code should be changed so that structures
that are alternative energy hostile cannot be built.
Larger new homes should require increased energy
efficiency and features to mitigate storm water runoff.
build with solar panels on roofs
All new commercial buildings and larger housing
(condos/townhomes/apartment buildings) should be
required to install either a green roof or solar panels.
village should partner with a solar/wind... company and
offer reasonable rates for all residents- and make sure
we are aware of opportunities
Incentives for improving loft insulation, and installing
solar panels, incentives installing home Electric vehicle
charge points; requirement that all new build have an
EV charge point
Incentivize solar panel installations.
I think there is a general disregard for trees/wildlife
when progressing with development in Northbrook, it's
important to me that this is kept in mind as it often isn't.
Also to make sure that even through these measures
this doesn't make costs of housing/buildings etc. higher- if we want to make Northbrook a leader, we must
make sure that it is inclusive as well.
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Get educated and collaborate with green builders/
constructions. (Not sure what the village is already doing). Leverage solar power? Work WITH green builders
on facilities improvements. We built a VERY green
house at GREAT expense to ourselves because we
care about the environment and our impact. The village
didn't help us ONE bit in our green construction efforts;
in fact the village building inspectors were more a hindrance than anything. The insulation inspectors didn't
know enough about the spray-foam insulation and
forced us (unnecessarily) to remove highly efficient
foam insulation and retrofit insulation because they didn't know the difference. (The inspector handed us an
article that actually PROVED we had initially installed
correctly; when this was pointed out he said "what's the
difference?") Village building codes are so focused on
making building and construction 'just-so' that they drive
away good builders and only the less scrupulous builders who need the business put up with the nonsense.
We need more green spaces.
It is not the business communities sole cost to make
Northbrook greener. Any building code changes on
business should also apply to residential.
Audits are a start. Where there is opportunity, a loan
program repaid from energy savings would be one possibility. Geothermal investment is one way to drastically
reduce long term energy costs and climate impacts. It is
disappointing that most public buildings are built as
though the owning jurisdiction may be planning to leave
and wants to think only of short term goals. Look at the
Rocky Mountain Institute for examples of programs that
have made an impact around the world.
I agree with many items above - the village should be a
leader and an example and set the standard for green
buildings.
Offer citywide group composting program, encourage
solar panels by subsidizing cost and installation, promote rain gardens and native plants, reduce water poisoning by allowing non-grass/or study fescue lawn ordinances, restrict what chemicals can be dumped on
lawn, sprayed in trees
Usd solar or wind sources where available

The Village has policies in place to prevent people from
cutting down lots of trees, but are there any for new
construction? When a home is built, they can add trees
to those already present in order to reach a set goal.
Businesses with lots of grass being unnecessarily watered and mowed should be required to plant trees.
What can be done about the removal of nuisance
trees? I know cottonwood trees are annoying. But cutting them down has a HUGE impact on water - extra
standing water in areas, run-off in others. Is there anything the village can do to help replant trees in their
place?
Encourage builders to adhere to LEED standards and
certification when designing new projects
When equipment needs replacing, find the most economical replacement.
Since the community is pretty much built out, It would
not be feasible to start requiring this now. Where were
you 25 years ago when it might have changed the end
value?
Encourage more gardens, less yards. Also, why do
residents have to pay for parkway trees?
Less blacktop parking structures and enforce trees and
native plant pots in parking lots
I wouldn’t worry about it
Not quite the same, but how about we start an official
composting project? Why can’t we put composting bins
out just like trash cans? And, once it’s up and running,
we could sell the compost to local farmers to fund other
city projects
Use native prairie landscaping in the all the open spaces and Village spaces in Northbrook. Native prairie
landscaping is proven to sequester carbon in the
ground better than trees. Offer incentives to residents
who use native prairie landscaping on their property.
(We also get to support pollinators by doing this.)
More public education about choices of energy efficient
materials for home improvement.
I like the ideas in the last question but I am in favor of
encouraging and providing incentives versus demanding
Incentives for energy efficiency
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Incentivize landscaping that reduces or eliminates
lawns and prioritizes native species; rain gardens: pollinator-friendly plantings, etc.
Install more renewable energy sources in the village.
set air conditioning at higher degrees and heat at lower
degrees
have 100% of village use - residential and commercial be clean energy! subsidized by village to those who can
not afford the possible price increase.
Expanding the use of renewable energy and increasing
the energy efficiency of buildings and houses would
reduce fossil fuel usage. Pervious surfaces for driveways sidewalks and walks would reduce flooding and
storm sewer requirements. Encouragement of natural
rain Gardens as well as vegetation that retains rainwater would reduce flooding downstream.
Elimination of minimum water usage billing to encourage water conservation would provide economic incentives for those who choose natural Rain gardens instead of lawns that encourage runoff and flooding.
Highland park has revise their water rates schedule to
reduce water usage using economic incentives.
Electric and gas rates have large fix cost and discourages economic incentives for customers to conserve
energy usage. Rates based on per unit usage will give
economic incentives for less energy usage.
For example a conservation home will have higher fixed
costs than the actual energy used. Charging for units
used only gives the owner greater incentives to conserve resources. High fixed charges takes the Economic freedom for those who want to conserve energy and
other resources.
Elimination of fixed charges would give low income residents greater economic incentives to conserve energy
and not rely on others to pay their fix charges.
Expansion of safe bike trails throughout the village
would encourage bike transportation options. For example the Skokie Valley bike Trail proposal does not plan
for a bridge across Dundee Avenue making it less safe.
Lincolnwood has built a state of the art beautiful bridge
across Touhy Avenue Making that community bike
friendly and introduces travelers by welcoming them to
Lincolnwood. Their bike trail system has put Lincolnwood on the forefront of a great community live in.
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I I think all these concepts are feasible based The effects of global warming in the future. The initial investment will pay greater dividends in the future by making
Northbrook a more desirable community to live in. Also
being on cutting edge With these concepts will encourage others to follow and makes a stronger community.
enforce IECC
Does the use of open fire pits contribute to gasses?
Some times I find it necessary to keep my windows
closed as I do have a pulmonary condition. Sounds
pleasant but not healthy.
Don’t know
I don't have any ideas but it is necessary

25: What other ideas do you have on how the Village can reduce greenhouse gas emissions associated with Energy in the community? If you do not
think this is feasible/ necessary, why?
Planting more prairie areas
Programs on how to garden and conserve water.
Encourage/subsidize more planting of appropriate
trees/ground plants to help remediate flooding and improve air quality. Provide opportunities to educate/
participate, all ages and income levels.
Renewable energy power purchase agreement from
Illinois renewable energy projects to offset energy demand.
mandate no idling of cars
For the first option, it's important to point out that coupling renewable energy upcharges with energy efficiency will still cost people less money. We made this transition many years ago, have been paying an upcharge
but ultimately pay less.

Increase more passive energy efficient strategies
(shade for buildings, operable windows for better air
flow). Be very cognizant that solar is not available
24hrs/day, 365 days/year; similarly wind is not strong
enough daily. Energy storage is critical for load balancing, but be aware batteries degrade over time. Costs
for updating could soar beyond budget predictions.
Lithium is a limited commodity, and not the most environmentally friendly to source; as demand increases,
costs will increase too.
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25: What other ideas do you have on how the Village can reduce greenhouse gas emissions associated with Energy in the community? If you do not
think this is feasible/ necessary, why?
Build new buildings to use passive heating and cooling
The village needs to look at programs from a global
view. Just because electric cars produce less green
house gas, the power plants that generate the electricity price Nablus generate a compensating increase in
green house gas as long as they are fossil fueled.
All of the above.
More trees.
See prior item on EV charging stations. I think you
could require new commercial buildings and group residential (apartment/retirement complexes) to install onsite solar, but I think single-family homes should be
made ready.
Make solar installation affordable for people
Look into remote solar farms.
Better education of residents and businesses regarding
availability of alternative energy sources.
Community education on options
Don't bother it's a waste of time and money
increase density
Incentivize housing density increase or/and space SF
reduction other than the current Zoning ordinancre.
Pilot a "tiny" or small home afforable housing development within walking distance of the Metra train station.
Issue an RFQ for converting the vacant Grainger building and property to affordable housing.
Require a list of green features with every building permit, and provide a sample checklist.
partner with Park district and the school districts to develop common goals and negotiate best rate for needed supplies to retro fit buildings to be more energy efficient.
I would support requiring all new residential and commercial buildings to install on-site solar energy if it was
clear there was a good return on investment over a reasonable amount of time and / or an inexpensive way to
finance installation for the property owners.

Comprehensive Recycling Program for Businesses
Install a windfarm in village green
Smog towers everywhere to pull pollution out of the air.
Solar roadways.
Above checklist would be excellent to make some real
changes, not meetings and proposals and talk.
Try to think of things that don’t raise taxes
Encourage and facilitate local recycling of food waste
(community composting) in order to reduce food garbage being tossed into landfills. Include composting
opportunities for multi-family housing (condos, apartments) - not just single-family.
City utility education partnerships with the schools
Involve schools
Incentives for on-site battery backup for residents
Large scale battery storage and solar for new village
buildings.
Use solar and green roof installations in combination
which could also be used for geothermal generation
from water runoff.
This Village already has enough regulations. Requiring
solar/solar ready on all new construction is overkill.
We need to invest in solar energy for the water plant.
Look into wind turbines or solar for the rest of the villages facilities as well.
Please continue this dialogue!!
This question and those above assume there is sufficient value (economic or philosophical) to justify the
actions. Obviously each is doable and in some cases
perhaps correct decision but without thought sound
cost/benefit analysis it's ridiculous for Northbrook to
take action based on poorly founded opinions. Survey
appears to be more social posturing than good management.
publicly support CEJA
None. Increased taxes. Do not support
Educate the community on cost-effective renewable
energy sources

I need more information on these ideas in order to
make an informed decision
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We don't know what future technology and energy
sources/ delivery will look like, so don't force people to
add to construction costs that might not fit future technologies. Not sure how effective solar energy is currently in our northern climate. In 20 years that might
change.
install solar panels on Village Hall, Library, and other
Village-owned properties - do it in the next 12 months this is feasible to do!!
What about the industries that have all this antiquated
stuff how can they afford it? But some nationwide corporation can....Hmmmm. Good bye Mom and Pop
shop, you can't keep up, so sad, too bad. And the consumer gets to pay for it with my taxes and a the checkout.

seems like some of it depends on whether the building
is in the sun

Encourage better insulation is new homes and remodeling projects

Is there a way to recycle dolor panels? Know this and
all about impact of dolor materials from production to
disposal

I don't know much about nuclear power, other than that
it's controversial, but many experts feel that nuclear
power is critical for addressing climate change. I'm not
suggesting we build a nuclear power plant in Northbrook, but Illinois already has a fair number of nuclear
power plants. Perhaps we should try to source some of
energy from them. Although, ideally, nuclear power
would be a "transition fuel" until we could achieve 100
percent renewable energy. I really think that addressing
climate change begins at the individual level, so I'd like
to see more public figures---teachers, emergency responders, government officials, business owners, etc.--in Northbrook stepping up and demonstrating their
commitment to fighting climate change. Show me your
electric car, your solar panels, your carbon offsets, your
vegan diet. And demonstrate that you understand the
social justice component of climate change as well by
pointing out that the most vulnerable among us, globally and locally, will be hit the hardest by climate change.
Require staff to drive energy efficient cars.
Don't stop at solar, Small wind turbines might be workable also.
The efficiency of solar cells currently ranges from
around 20% up to a top range of around 40%, although
this continues to improve. The rest of the sunlight that
strikes the panel is wasted as heat. More efficient photovoltaic cells have been discovered (up to 43% efficient - see How efficient is solar energy? - but these are
still in relatively new and are expensive to manufacture).
It will likely take decades to discover new materials and
methods of making solar panels less expensive. How
long it takes depends on how much time and money is
invested into solar energy research both by government
and private industry.
A1-18

I've wondered how much CO2 is being emitted by summertime landscapers with their large mowers, leaf
blowers, and electric trimmers. There should be a required standard for them. Also, any NB businesses
with delivery trucks should also have to comply.
If you are really concerned about greenhouse gas
emissions focus on China and India to start with! What
we can do here in Northbrook is not even measurable!
Please save our taxpayers money for more realistic
projects!
Village negotiate utilities that are eco-responsible

air seal and improve insulation in existing homes
Bike paths
I NEED TO KNOW MORE ABOUT THE ITEMS
LISTED ABOVE BEFORE I MAKE AN OPINION
Change the building codes for new construction to mirror California's must-have-solar if location feasible.
All commercial roof replacement (including village
owned) should be required & incentives given to install
solar or green roofs.
Incentives for homeowners to install solar and EV
charge and require them for new construction and
renos
Again, it's important that through these measures we
aren't hiking up the prices of living in Northbrook.
WE need more green spaces.
Look at the feasibility of installing community solar and
wind generation on Village property like the roof (if
structurally possible) of the public works building and
water plant. With a property surrounded by trees, we
generate about 85% of our electricity on-site. The Village and other local governments own a number of
properties that are much better generating locations.
Our water utility is a large consumer of power a solar
array on the plant or elsewhere could offset a portion of
that demand. It really just needs commitment to do
better. There is no better way to encourage private
investment in green initiatives than public investment in
green initiatives that demonstrate doing the right thing
can also be the smart thing..
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I do not know. that is why you need to get experts for
recommendations, watch out for bribes!
Not sure how all this works
Incentivize/promote purchase of electric/hybrid cars
and electric/battery operated power tools such as
lawnmowers. (Grayslake residents get a rebate when
they purchase a battery operated lawnmower for instance.)
Do not invest in the unknown that "promises" savings.
We are just a village in a giant world. Use what we
have and replace when required based on cost and
loss.

27: What other ideas do you have on how the Village
can reduce greenhouse gas emissions associated
with Waste in the community? If you do not think
this is feasible/ necessary, why?
Compost would be awesome! And recycling drop-offs
for different materials advertised well.
charge a fee for plastic shopping bags, encourage
schools to have composting and recycling programs
Stop trying to turn this place into California. Calm down.
Include plastic bag bans in the final item above
More incentives to use reusable bags
Allow composting on an individual basis
Whatever it takes.
Stop building so many multi family dwellings
Compost pumpkins after Halloween

Consider taking bike

Give incentive to family who produces less waste

monitor energy use , set standard for use and if use is
greater set fine-money is the only thing that talks

Make information regarding what can and cannot be
recycled more readily available to residents.

requirements for on-site solar should be based on a
feasibility assessment, not a blanket rule

Don't provide bottled water at events.

Campaign and education for how to conserve/reduce
energy usage.

The village supporting reuse is the best idea. The others are marginal.

Have grocery stores stop using styrofoam trays, and go
Perhaps turning off ignitions of cars when lengthy trains back to paper bags instead of plastic bags, for groceries
transit thru Northbrook.
and for produce. Regularly publish data of how much
solar panels
waste and recycling is generated in the Village, and give
better understand of what actually happens to material
designated as "recycle." S=Change to a waste disposal
27: What other ideas do you have on how the Village service that accepts more and different kinds of materials for recycle: styrofoam, plastic with black in it, etc.
can reduce greenhouse gas emissions associated
Again, share numbers publicly about how the communiwith Waste in the community? If you do not think
ty is doing vs goals
this is feasible/ necessary, why?
Start a compost program similar to Portland or Vermont.
Don't forget schools with recycling & compost. They
don't currently do those things, at least at the elementary schools. Will be difficult to get rid of single use plastics until there's a vaccine.

Don't bother it's a waste of time and money
Enforce the Viilage's Construction Waste ordinance of
50% (?) diversion.
Track and publically report on actual recycling vs theoretical for all recyclable itemsd collected. Recycling has
become a panacea to avoid the reality that most recycleables end up in landfills or dumped here and abroad
including Asia.

Learn from Habitat for Humanity's "ReStore" centers.
Invite HfH to create a ReStore Center in Northbrook; it's
an excellent way to encourage repurposing useful mate- Increase support for local recycling initiatives like Trex
rials, educate young builders and greatly reduce build- and Teracyle.
ing waste.
I live in a condominium, and I can tell you single-stream
Favor open space vs development promote more open recycling is a train wreck -- garbage ends up in the recycling bin and recyclables end in up in the garbage bin.
space
The association has posted signs to no avail. Radical
Host informational sessions on proper recycling. Prorethinking is required. Right now, single-stream recymote FreeCycle and similar organization. Hold 'Fix-it'
cling is a waste of money that is just leaving a lot of polevents more often as the library has done. Prioritize
composting since food waste is 30% of landfills and cre- lution in unlicensed recycling dumps in places like Maates methane. Review the landfill on Willow by Target: laysia.
Comprehensive Recycling plan for Businesses
are they burning off methane and not capturing it for
energy?
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Consider schedules of people who work when making
recycling available at the village hall.
offer viable alternatives to plastic.
During WW2 we had the greatest recycling program
ever and then it stopped. It needs to be close to that
again. Landfills should no longer exist. Use trash for
energy.
1.8 million plastic bags a day used in the U.S. Why cant
the stores in NB charge for plastic bags? - we have an
extremely high income and the plastic bags are all single use into our landfills. Big difference shopping here
and seeing reuse bags at surrounding Evanston, Glencoe, Winnetka, stores
Some single use items are compostable. We use those
at Covenant Living, where I live. I would like the village
to collect and compost those.
Give incentive for restaurants to give food to a shelters.
There should be a system that allows consumers to reuse existing packaging and containers to refill supply.
For example when I run out of detergent I should take
the empty plastic container somewhere that allows me
to refill it rather than tossing the old package and buying
a new package. You would think it would be more affordable for everyone in that companies wouldn’t have
to pay for packaging and could pass some of those savings along to the consumer. I don’t know if this is a viable idea or even something that the Village could do
something about, but I thought I’d add it anyway.
Ban plastic garbage bags
Support local composting without plastic bins and backyard chicken coops
Convert to multi stream recycling. Single stream is a
myth and too many people contaminate recycling. Village should add multi stream collection points if local
waste hauler cannot.
More compositing education and incentives, similar to
rain barrel program
These ideas would put more money into Advanced Disposal executives pockets
Recycle bins at all government buildings
I support recycling, but would like confirmation that the
materials I’m separating for recycling are actually being
recycled. I believe may waste companies are simply
throwing away recyclable materials after collecting them
due to cost.
community food composting or recycling food waste
The village does not belong in the waste business. We
already have Advanced Disposal.
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STOP USING SO MUCH PAPER! Switching time tickets
for PW employees to a digital format is a great place to
start.
Continue to promote more recycling at schools and public places, such as what go green Northbrook is doing
Decrease all uses of paper, most of which ends up in
the landfill. I believe most paper from the recycling bins
also end up in the landfill because 1. there's too much
and 2. it's wet or dirty and can't be recycled. We need
more paper shredding events. Shredded paper can be
composted.
this is getting redundant
This question and those above assume there is sufficient value (economic or philosophical) to justify the actions. Obviously each is doable and in some cases perhaps correct decision but without thought sound cost/
benefit analysis it's ridiculous for Northbrook to take action based on poorly founded opinions. Survey appears
to be more social posturing than good management.
a lending library for tools, games and appliances such
as in Elmhurst and Chicago, promote energy efficient
power lines, promote composting and vermicomposting,
engage with Terracycle to collect cigarette butts and
other hard to recycle items, promote repair cafes for
broken items, encourage less food waste
None. Increased taxes would not support
In countries where plastic items have been banned,
consumers have to go to great lengths and use ineffective methods to replace simple plastic. Instead, support
more recycling of plastic, and hopefully eventually styrafoam. More Village recycling of other items - cardboard,
glass, etc. in NYC, all these items are recycled separately. I worry our recycling is not actually being treated
and reused.
Composting collection service for residential properties
ban plastic bags
All this stuff sounds great, however, it seems like it's
another diversionary tactic. How about getting rid of the
oil industry to clean up the mess they've created under
the guise of look how wonderful plastic is, or for that
matter have a REAL plastics industry "recycling" system
that really can be recycled and reused.
I've been particular hit by business complexes not having recycling services. I worked in a facility in Sky Harbor and the landlord did not enroll in recycling. They
passed off the cost to my company and it was then even
more cost prohibitive ($400/month for a bin). I brought
my work recycling home to but it in my own recycling.
Keep in mind that I work in corrugated boxes and some
weeks would bale and fill my own SUV with bulk material, to avoid putting in the trash.
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I just want to note that if we phase out single use plastics, it is important that we still have plastic straws for
those who are disabled and cannot use a paper straw.
Those should be available upon request only.
Educate the public on the impact of plastic waste and
the "disposable lifestyle." Reward children in public
schools for bringing their own reusable food containers.
Install a display that illustrates (actual size) the amount
of waste an average Northbrook resident generates.
Install clear garbage cans. Promote and celebrate "zerowaste leaders" who demonstrate a commitment to reducing their waste output.
Encourage or require recycling in office complexes as
well as apartment/condo complexes
Ban plastic bags for retail establishments.
If it's sold here, it should be renewable or recyclable
here. We have NOT tried home recycling well enough.
People don't know what to do with things. Every receptacle must be labeled with what can/can't go in.
Ban styrofoam products and gas-powered leaf blowers

Lower rates for those of us that don't have but one very,
very small bag of garbage. I have mostly recyclables or
compost. Give seniors better rates. Teach families how
to lessen their carbon footprint within their busy lives.
Require electronics recycling to be labeled as to why it
is being de-commissioned. Some things can be used by
other people that don't have the means.
ban single use plastics and plastic bags
all Styrofoam & plastic cups/straws/bags should be
banned. I do not agree with the cost per what you throw
away as this will cause some people to illegally dump
their garbage in someone else's bin-this is already a
chronic problem.
we have to end single use plastic- ban plastic bags! I
know covid is creating a mass recycling issue but maybe biodegradeable or stores should at least be using
paper!
Education on recycling, and contamination of recycling.
Penalties or higher pricing if you don't recycle, refusal
of regular trash collection if it's got recyclables in it

promote strong alternatives to all the trappings that
come with take out food---ie have standard containers
that can be reused

Get rid of the plastic and styrofoam. Encourage people
to do as must as they can at home. Garden, compost,
pick-up garbage. Make recycling REALLY easy. Encourage school programs and projects around emission reYou miss the point on building and development; the
duction. Sponsor contests that encourage ideas and
greenest home is the one already built. Recycling is a
PR tool of the plastics industry and "salvage" of demoli- action. The village should pick-up and compost leaves.
Industrial composting might be a good thing as long as
tion debris is not a solution-- it should be avoided with
highly discouraging tear-down. Help people understand Round-up and herbicides are prohibited from entering
the compost/waste stream.
the green benefits of retrofit and remodeling.
More recycling for example styrofoam
Metered bag programs tend to create uncertainty for
scavengers but they have worked with compost. It will
more awareness of community composting programs
be more likely recycling will work if there is a direct tie in
no more plastic bags allowed
for reuse of the product. Experiments with substituting
recycled and minimally processed plastic for some
It is ecologically responsible to recycle regardless of
stone in asphalt aggregate are encouraging and may be
greenhouse gas emissions.
one way to go.
Require every household compost like in Seattle
JUNK MAIL is the first thing that comes to mind. I'd hon- YES to community composting! Reduce single use plastic
estly estimate that I recycle over 90% of what I find in
our mailbox. Such a waste...especially at Christmas! I
More electric cars trucks
feel if I didn't request it, don't keep sending it to me. I
Community compost collection service
also feel that people who don't participate in recycling
should pay more for trash pickup.
Eliminate the use of styrofoam in fast food restaurants
and take-out containers
Question #26 has nothing to do with green house emisI think it's fine as it stands now.
sions! It is just about all the waste we produce!
organic drop off and pick-up compost
incentivize reducing lawn space, reduce mowing and
collecting clippings
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Once again, start using more fuel efficient vehicles for
village use, include Police, Fire and Village employee
vehicles. A single officer in a vehicle does not need a
full size car with a V8 engine. Smaller cars are more
efficient, handle better, and have the same power to
weight ratio and are just as comfortable. The Fire Chief
does not need a Suburban to drive to a local fire. This
is simply a waste of fuel and energy. It all starts here
and spreads to other areas.
See my earlier idea about a city wide composting project

28: What would you like to see done to help residents or businesses prepare for the impacts of climate change?
Compost pick ups
I think education is important, but hard to focus on at
the moment
More programs offered on education around this, recycling, composting, etc
More online information in the form of blogs, Zoom sessions, networking opportunities. Educate.
Just more info

Reducing restaurant use of plastic take away containers. With ordering out more these days this is huge!

Tell us how we can make the biggest difference. There
are so many things to do - which matter most?
Work with corporate and business to come up with alter- Flooding and extreme storms are likely are biggest connative packaging instead of plastic and other materials cern here which the village is addressing. But we're not
that are not recyclable. Incentives for reusing materials. effected that much here. People need to understand
that their choices and emissions-heavy lifestyles are
recycling collectors taking all plastic
effecting people in other parts of the world more severeExpand composting and include it with waste collection ly. We're not getting the brunt of our negative contribution. We need to do better and help take care of people
rather than charging a separate fee.
in other regions. Waukegan has a coal plant and those
Enforce the education of waste disposal. Make public
frontline communities suffer for our coal-power electriciwaste/ recycling sorting centers accessible to the com- ty use, for example.
munity.
Carry on their daily lives - the earth's climate has been
Ban straws and plastic bags
changing forever. Could industrialization have accelerI do believe construction materials recycling should be
ated the current climate change cycle? Certainly, but
available
climate change is inevitable no matter what we do.
Stressing about it is only going to bring about more posupport/enable residential composting and reducing
larization of the population that reduces quality of life for
food waste
residents and businesses.
Town composting service just like recycling and garbage, reducing/reusing/recycling/compost education so More reliance on renewable energy
people can understand the importance of maintaining
Remove front lawns and replace with biodiversity of
low waste and the "how" as well.
ground over plants.
take out containers from grocery stores and restaurants guidance/incentives on replacing all/part of grassy lawn
should be recyclable in Northbrook's trash/recycling pro- to native plantings
gram
monetary incentives for adopting renewal energy and
Enhancing recycling options; need a place to recycle
phasing out single use items
newspapers in the community
Absolutley nothing. People will be responsible for
Prohibiting single use plastic
themselves.
grocery stores to package foods in recyclable containBetter public education
ers; all restaurants and carryout facilities provide recyclable containers; hospitals and businesses recycle
More and better storm water reservoirs. We have a
waste material; educate public on water conservation in flooding problem here that will continue to get worse
homes
going forward. Plan now, or drown out the residents.
More use of green water absorption; investigation of
porous alternatives to hard surfaces
Increase capacity of storm sewers and ways detain water after storms
Educational meetings and newsletters
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Encourage solar panel installations to help power AC in
coming years
Provide complete and adequate warnings and information
Use eco friendly energy source
More accessibility to renewable energy and better
waste management policies.
personalize the changing climate with stories.
Greater education, this is not fake news or fake science, this is a human issue, not a political issue
Resource list, education, innovations
Unwanted but Covid was a 3-D preview and wake up
call of what the climate crisis will be like.
Increase information of available options with examples
of what other communities are doing to deal with climate change and then vote on them.
SCIENCE RELATED PROGRAMS, INCENTIVES FOR
ATTENDING AND PARTICIPATING.
Increase information to residents
More recycling
nothing. These predictions are for 30-100 years
out....and they can't say what the weather will be next
week! Natural cycles will occur and earth will adjust to
it accordingly, as needed. There is financial interest in
creating "climate hysteria". The rich will get richer, the
poor will pay for it. Don't spend a lot of money on
something that may not happen. Remember the coming ice age predictions in the '70s? Never happened
General incentivization of long term planning. For example, better insulation, reduce emissions, don't build
in flood plains, don't eliminate plant growth which deals
with heavy rains, ...
Education and support for key priorities
Education in the Northbrook Newsletters. Supply information and stats! Especially to schools and teens, its
their world. Library and all public places should be encouraged to educate and inform.
no plastic bags or plastic bottles
Send weekly educational emails
education
increase education; create/highlight demonstration projects-Village properties or model private projects; focus
on the value of HERS ratings to residential/commercial
owners as well as the real estate community.
Before launching into costly programs, make sure the
science of climate change is accurate and supported by
the majority of scientists. Remove the politics of the
radical left in our society and their false conclusions that
are designed to scare the general public.

Conversion to solar-power.
Use more organic treatments on grass and yards..
Education
Nothing. This should not be a village concern
More education and more connection to village businesses, schools, places of worship, etc. Events on village property should include a plan for zero waste.
More education on direct impacts
Increase storm water management. Storm sewers are
not able to keep up with increased rain, especially high
volume or prolonged rain storms, even though there are
storage tanks to hold the water, the streets flood because they cannot drain fast enough
Meetings to inform people of options, subsidies and
committees.
Start with education and information dissemination from
reliable scientific sources.
Education
More education and more financial incentives to innovate
accurate information sharing
show what other communities are doing to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions
Perhaps a plan set forth by the village and we lead by
example.
Better/easier recycling opportunities.
actually read and understand the science
Have meetings or lectures at the village hall or library.
Present information on the village website, the village
newsletter or by direct mail.
Most are capable of planning based on facts not widely
variable estimates that are politically motivated.
The entire structure of your survey is extremely biased.
It presents as presuming climate change is perhaps
solely responsible for the factors listed and attributable
to controllable human activities. The only outcome possible is to empower those with preconceived conclusions to take or advocate the actions they are biased
towards. I'm very disappointed that Northbrook is taking
such an unprofessional approach to a serious topic.
promote planting of landscapes that absorb water and
shade homes
Information and resources made available
Educate the community on current and future efforts
implemented by the village, and challenges ahead
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MORE STORM SEWERS and water storage, like the
project done at Wescott. Building incentives for cleaner
energy. Better recycling.
educational campaigns to encourage people to conserve water, plant trees, ways to reduce energy usage easy new habits to develop
Educate the truth, not an agenda. If you're going to
phase out this stuff over time you there needs to be a
plan to teach those workers and industries how to
phase so they can continue working and be in business.
Can't be just an idea, it have actual step and benchmarks and input from those parties affected.
Public service announcements of how to do things with
what we have or is this really recyclable ? (People think
they are recycling correctly, but in fact maybe a label or
cap remnant has to be removed.) For example, grocery
stores are supposed to take a lot of the plastic sleeves
that can't be put into our recycling bins, well they don't!
Everyone should stop lying or not telling the whole truth.
Encourage education to residents of how recycled items
are reused. Trust that recycling doesn't eventually get
dumped in landfills may motivate residents.
All the ideas mentioned in this survey so far have been
great. I would also add that the most important thing is
enforcement. If we put things into place, they have to be
enforced, otherwise it’s pointless. And of course I don’t
meant enforced with police. But fines, etc. There has to
be a cost to non-compliance and that cost can never fall
on someone who’s low income.
More education
Commitment to Education through webinars, presentations to community groups
social media etc.
elect officials that would prioritize climate change issues

More robust plan for infrastructure upgrades, specifically storm sewers.
Continued messaging in the Village newsletter. Hosted
talks about climate impacts at Village Hall or NBPL.
strongly promote the impacts that are expected in the
community, in specifics for homeowners, businesses
Showcase good examples of affordable home improvement projects.
Classes at library
village solar (and wind?) farms. Aim for 100 % renewable energy.
I do not anticipate seeing any effects of climate change
in my lifetime. Any time there is abnormally cold or hot
weather, people attribute it to climate change. However,
you will find that there have been record-breaking cold
and hot temperatures going back decades.
Make readilly available resources for people to learn
how of climate change will affect their future.
Education and financial incentives
As a former teacher, I'd say education. If each Village
newsletter could do an article on some aspect of climate change, that could help prepare people. Also
maybe ask a specific question each month and ask
people to share their experiences. For example, "Have
you noticed that it's risky to plants flowers/veggies before Memorial Day?"
Education
Forget about it, spend no money on it, you have no impact on the climate!
Educate on landscaping chemicals and it’s traces in
our food, water and air
communication from village board, library programs

Have more recreational, educational, and outdoor
events around this type of theme; the promotion of wildMake sure the topic is emphasized in school curriculum. life, natural habitats, and cycling/hiking events --- promote the outdoors thru community events, all as a
Education about how cc could impact their homes and
means to have Northbrook become more environmenbusinesses is we continue business as usual and optally aware, more green in its practices/philosophy, and
portunities to buy into community solar.
thus generally, become more 21st Century in its reputaPublic acknowledgement of the truth that people can
tion as a pro-Earth place to live.
make rational choices on.
change the building codes for more green areas before
The Village should find ways to support the efforts of
the building codes are changed to housing on stilts.
local environmental groups such as Go Green Northbrook, NB Community Garden, Farmers Market, Sierra No straws, more composting, some sort of ban on plastic bags and plastic water bottles. Encourage reusable
Club, etc.
bags for grocery shopping. Better bike lanes. We need
a safer way to bike across Lake Cook Rd, for people
commuting north.
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Continue and increase existing village programs & develop new ones as discussed in this survey.
many of the changes I checked off as important above
install generators , solar panels, emergency preparedness plans
set guidelines for trash/electric/gas usage per individual
and penalize/charge much more for those that waste/
have increase usage
Flooding in the village will only get worse and we need
to accelerate efforts to address increased flooding
ASAP
More education and webinars etc
Better education on how they can prepare for the
change.
More information to residents
Continue awareness campaigns; encourage behavior
changes, even if it takes ordinances to drive change
Tear out their lawns and plant natives and trees.
Better education and case studies on what changes
now could actually have for the future.
Education of residents through email on savings in energy by the change in habits over time
increased non-biased information sharing (sciencebased)
Maintain and upgrade water supply system and community-wide flood control measures.

I don’t think this should be a village initiative unless it
saves village money
Offer grants, pilot programs
Education on use of efficient materials for remodeling.
Compost instead of throwing away or running down the
sink compost able food
More education about the long term effects of climate
change. Residents tend not to think long term about
climate change and how their "way of life" is contributing.
Create a bag and straw tax.
A climate section in the Village's newsletter
More communication
educate than enforce
factual information distributed and offered through library and village newsletters
educate about household preparedness for flooding &
power failure
FUND and EDUCATE residents and businesses so
they can realistically take on the task of preventing climate change.
Warn residents if flooding, for example, is more likely in
their neighborhoods
frequent suggestions and updates in the community
news letter

Keep informing/educating us on the facts and issues.
More education at libraries, community events, preven- Education!
tion education
education on renewable energy options for homes/
Provide more information on the topic so residents can businesses;
be more aware.
fix sewers in town
The first step is educating residents and businesses on Village to have an "environment" subtitle under google
climate change and the real impact it will and is already search, so can click directly to information
having on us. There should be an informational campaign before any policy or fiscal decisions can be put
forward. Too many people don't understand or don't
accept how climate change is going to change our lives.
We will not be around in 100,000 years to feel the very
small impact that we are having.
Offer crash courses in solar and wind technologies for
residents. Less doom and gloom and more "this is
what we're going to have to do"
Promoting Composting and guidelines on less trash and
raising awareness on the importance of reducing car
trips and planning ahead
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Complete Responses to Long-Form Ques ons
31: Do you know of any existing resources that can
be applied to helping reduce community-wide
greenhouse gas emissions? If so, which resources?
This is a more general response, but the League of
Women Voters of Glenview/Glencoe - which has many
Northbrook members - lists environmental sustainability
as a core program goal. There's no question that the
League would be an excellent partner in promoting
green policy changes and spreading the word throughout the community about proposed Village plans.
Expand the village's educational/consultation opportunities with people like Terry Cichocki (sp?) and local landscapers, along with Botanical Garden. If people knew
what to plant and how to plan hard landscaping, a great
deal of flooding could be avoided. Use the great resource people we already have in the community.
Renewable power purchase agreements to create new
renewable energy projects in Illinois. This may be the
most effective paired with other cities or groups, such
as cook county government buildings.
I haven't been focused on this specifically but have a
ton of resources and could pull things together from my
connections across the country via The Climate Reality
Project.
Yes. Work with solar and distributed wind developers to
deploy renewable energy.
incentives to join solar farms right now. NexAmp is one.
I am already the group leader for Citizens" Climate Lobby, a national lobby group of volunteers for shaping federal action.
Use the new Park District zero-energy buiding as a
jumping-off point withv educational sessions now and
tours when its open.
home insulation and window caulking
Moratorium on ripping out trees for parking lots or poorly in demand development. We do not need more shopping!!
Solarize Chicago has a "shovel ready" type approach to
residences where solar panels are feasible;
Collective Resource (Evanston): 847-733-7665
customerservice@collectiveresource.us
Hire a sustainability officer
The Village, Park District, and Forest Preserve District
should engage many more people in local "nature play,"
non-motorized recreation, and ecological restoration.
We are already a leader in this (in partnership with
Friends of the Forest Preserves, Friends of Illinois Nature Preserves, Friends of the River, Chicago Botanic
Garden, and others), but a great deal more could be
done. We should promote non-consumption-based recreation and culture.
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State solar rebates
Give incentives to reduce CO2 emissions by giving incentives (i.e. tax breaks) for planting more trees, more
native plants (e.g. rain gardens) green roofs and bio
swales.
use your brain
Encourage carpooling to schools and train station by
adding parking. Covered bike parking at train station.
Plant more trees. We have a tree program, do it more
often
Same answer as above. These resources definitely exist. Start by Googling.
Park District, Public Works , Schools
Nope, sorry. But it sounds like you already have some
good ideas.
community solar projects Nexamp, etc.
Residents. Get people together who care about climate
change and put Village resources behind them to organize for the kind of changes presented in this survey.
Recycling clothing to resellers
SWANCC another resource...they have programs.
Grants exist from REI and many other sources. Let's
get creative, use community volunteers, partner with big
corporations, etc.
info from UK and Europe, and Australia where such
initiatives are 20-30 years ahead of the US
Assuming Covid does not change everything, there is
widespread support for encouraging green investment
at the state and, to a lesser extent, federal levels. The
latter could change. Staff should be allocated to these
efforts to broker the direct state and federal and indirect
(like utility obligations to generate green energy) resources. If staff is not assigned and empowered to facilitate action, it is just another exercise.
norc.org
Provide electric car charging for free
The restoration community is very knowledgable about
restoring and caring for native prairie landscapes.
Make homeowners aware of money they can save
through tax credit and grants when they convert to solar
energy.
carbon footprint calculator, funding for greener solutions
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Question
#1

Village of Northbrook Climate Action Plan Listening Session Responses
Are you concerned about
Climate Change? Why? Why
not?

Question
#2

Fires in CA, in Northbrook
Been in favor of Paris
we have had flooding.
Agreement from the
beginning, aware of
concerns since 1970, ozone
layer,

Question
#3

We had the hottest summer
on record with the most
amount of 90 degree days.
Our rain patterns are
indicative of climate change.
Record setting rain in spring,
and now drought, indicate
climate change.

Local risks, threat to Great Flooding in the yard or on
the streets
Lakes, vector borne
diseases, drought. Want to
mitigate climate change for
a more sustainable future.

How might we as Village
residents help reduce
climate change in
Northbrook?
Water, wastewater. Reduce Glass is recyclable
amount of water we use.

Question
#4

Difference between weather
and climate change. Short
term vs. long term; local vs.
global.

Climate has changed before, Need to protect older adults
but never so intensely and and children, from poorer air
so quickly. Greenhouse
quality and heat events
effect, caused by humans.
Greenhouse gases are
trapping heat from the sun.
Carbon dioxide, nitrous
oxide from fossil fuels;
methane from landfills;
water vapor holds heat, heat
creates more water vapor,
so cyclic effect.

"I just see Climate Change as
an existential threat, and I
don't think it's an
exaggeration to say that. I
think the science backs it
up."; "People should care
deeply about it."

"Just interested in Climate
Change from the perspective
of what our area is going
through with respect to all
the rain, the heat, excessive
heat, the pollution, the
storms, wildfires."

Seen a lot of water. Yards
flooded when it rains.

Wescott redid a field, and
Maple, both put water
receptacles under their
fields, can see that water
accumulation management
is a huge issue

Odd snow pattern, early at
Halloween, then scanty
throughout the year. How
will this effect food
patterns? How can
Northbrook residents be
connected with sustainable
and local food production?

In 1944 Northbrook was in
planting zone 4, then
changed to zone 5, now we
are zone 6 for planting.
Property line has sunk 16
inches in thirty years.
Consider effect on migratory
birds. Is adaptation a
solution?

One resident tries to live a
sustainable lifestyle, home
adaptation. But 50% of
utility bill is fixed charges.
The return on sustainable
changes is not that much,
disincentive for younger
people. If the fixed charges
could be rolled into the
amount used, so that there
will be more $$ incentive for
people to making changes.
How can that be integrated
for residents?

People have been verbally
attacked by drivers who do
not understand that cyclists
are supposed to ride on the
street, not on the sidewalk.
So some of that education
needs to be aimed at
drivers.

Based on what I just talked
about, have you been
impacted by climate
change? Describe
Northbrook has experienced
increases in average temps
and precipitation, and heavy
precipitation events. As
years progress, NBK will
have weather now
experienced in southern
states.

Food, economics, gas, air
and water quality
worldwide

Common Impacts:
Increased temperatures
Increased rainfall
Changes in precipitation
Impacts on food supply

Common Impacts:
One resident has planted a
rain garden. As plants
mature, roots get deeper,
will absorb more water,
sedges also will grow.

What challenges are
stopping us from taking the
actions we just described?
Buildings are the biggest
Solid waste generates
users and contributors from methane gas.
fossil fuels.

Question
#5

I am concerned, seeing
changes happening around
the world, disappearing
islands, Miami’s attempts to
raise the city.

Common Impacts:
Village had put forth plan to Limited solar capacity in
Illinois
join for power from wind,
now there is a
push to join solar plans.
Three different companies,
not sure how it would
change our current bills.
Need to know cost
differences. Village should
be spreading the word on
the different (solar)
programs. Companies that
are soliciting make it look
like it’s going to be a 20%
reduction when really it
might be more expensive.
But people might be willing
to pay the extra amount if
they knew they would be
helping environment.
Are they telling you what the
kilowatt cost would be?
No, they don’t, they just
show that you can get a 20%
reduction in their cost of

Depends on having more
places that are unpaved,
constructed wetlands and
bioswales. Is that something
that Nbk has talked about?

How might we overcome
those challenges?
Common Impacts:

Question
#6

Can use more renewable
energy.

Question
#7

Can reduce amount of
Maybe virus helps us see
waste, eps single‐use plastic. that we are all part of a
Re‐use where possible.
community, if we don’t all
pull together, we will fail.

Ounce of prevention is
worth a pound of cure.
Public health, climate
change, and financial
wellness are all tied
together, lots of intersecting
work to be done. Our
understanding of
interconnectedness,
importance of education

Environmental care is like
health care ‐‐ it's least
expensive if you spend it
preventatively, maintaining
health up front, rather than
paying for catastrophic
experiences like
displacement from fires or
hurricanes

make the argument not for Preventative efforts
year 2100, but for 2030,
2050 ‐‐ when some of us
will still be alive and our
kids will be dealing with this.

How might the Village help
and support us to overcome
those challenges?
That’s what the Village is
pursuing the sustainability
study, trying to pinpoint
more specifically

Need to protect older adults More energy efficient
and children, from poorer
buildings, adapt existing
air quality and heat events. structures to make them
more efficient.

Village has endorsed one of
the three (solar plan)
providers, and set up a
program. Limited solar
capacity in Illinois.
Metropolitan Mayor Caucus
was able to bid on a portion
of it; Village of Nbk has
signed on to the program,
we can subscribe to solar
farm. Explained reduction in
cost of energy consumption.
Will be getting this
information out to Nbk
residents. BK would be
interested in getting this
f

Northbrook will share the
Tom Poupard – we are
cost of putting in a rain
working on incorporating
garden at your home
more better practices for
storm water management,
using vegetation to control
water. Problem with
education, neighbors want
“English lawns.” New
townhome development on
Techny is using natural
plants for water control.

Education! re: monoculture
and water disadvantages.
Also, education re:
monoculture and lack of
diversity in wildlife
(promotes deer and mice
(pests) and we're losing
habitat for their predators)
and solar farms?

Can we educate people
more about home science?
ie insulation, reflective
materials, also, the
'sharrows' sharing bike lanes
on the roads are minimal.
let's educate everyone
about bike safety ‐‐ don't
just say use the sharrows,
but say, this is what you
do/how yuou ride in x
scenario, y scenario.

Q Where is it listed what
Northbrook is actually doing
now, what can we do that
we aren’t doing now?

We are growing native
plants on lawns in
Northbrook, the Village is
working with
people to help them

Want to know why water is
such a issue in Northbrook
and what they are doing
about it (brought back to
pipes)

…directing the Village efforts
in asking the stakeholders
what (why we have the
meetings) to study.

Common Impacts:
Education: monoculture,
biodiversity, stakeholder
concerns
Water management:lawns,
native plants, rain gardens,
storm water

How might the Village
reduce climate change in
Northbrook?
change to electric vehicles
for Village fleet,

emphasize composting, and
recycling, composting.
Should be advertised, let
people know how to do it, is
it easy or hard.

Village had put forth plan to We need to prioritize the
join for power from wind,
focus.
now there is a push to join
solar plans. Three different
companies, not sure how it
would change our current
bills. Need to know cost
differences. Village should
be spreading the word on
the different programs.
Companies that are soliciting
make it look like it’s going to
be a 20% reduction when
really it might be more
expensive. But people might
be willing to pay the extra
amount if they knew they
would be helping
environment.
Are they telling you what the
kilowatt cost would be?
No, they don’t, they just
show that you can get a 20%
reduction in their cost of
generating; but ComEd is

Solar buildings and net zero
buildings would create
appeal for branding and
marketing of NB. It
becomes “realtor friendly”‐
easier to sell. (“Solar
increases value?”)

We need plans with
suppliers for rates and tax
credits. ( on the Village
website)

Thus big challenge is
People put their recycling
Need buy‐in from elected
into plastic bags b/c people education, that people need officials, cost to Village.
don’t want to rinse out their to change habits
used items.

We are already experiencing
costs for storm water
management. Developers
need land for bigger
detention ponds, fewer
houses, so houses get more
expensive. There is a huge
cost to doing nothing. We
need to get to the cure, not
just remediation of the
problems caused.

Northbrook is plagued by
giant homes that are bigger
than anyone needs, largely
new construction, and
expensive to heat and cool.
Many people are resisting
the few small dense housing
developments that have
been proposed, but we
should be resisting tearing
down small efficient homes
to put up monstrously large
homes that have had no
energy efficiency
improvements planned in.

Drivers need to understand
that bicycles are vehicles
and are entitled to use the
road. Drivers should drive
through downtown as if it is
a residential area. Bikers
should be safe as a means
of transportation, for kids
and adults, not just as a
recreational activity.

Lack of knowledge about the
plan (and/or Climate
Change) ‐ that we're still
investigating what will be
done

Village could use solar or
wind power for buildings,

Question #8

More energy efficient
buildings, adapt existing
structures to make them
more efficient.

Climate economy – energy
efficient jobs, clean energy
jobs

What do you think might be
some challenges that might
stop the Village in taking the
actions described above to
reduce climate change in
Northbrook?
Q: Has anyone checked to
see if the things we're
putting in municipal
recycling are actually
getting recycled, or are they
getting sent to China to be
burned? NPR and Frontline
have reports that recycling is
not really happening.
A: *Our recycler does not
send to Asia, but therefore
does not accept some
materials that others do.

Building codes regarding
heating and cooling

Clear information about NB Think about ways to work
recycling policies (Go Green on water in the regional
list)
issue and close issue

Common Impacts:
This issue may be too
Education: bike saftely,
political, could be framed as recycling, overall habit
expensive, or a left‐wing
change
project and move away from
the facts

Sponsor a shuttle from a
remote school to NBK days
to open up more
streets/minimize exhaust at
NBK days, art fair, stuff on
Village green

We have surfaces owned by
the Village that could be
devoted to community
solar. Could be a
subscription service or
otherwise. Wind power
should also be explored, e.g.
land by Techny and tollway.
Could be where water tower
is. Privately owned wind
applications should be
encouraged and considered.

"I don't know what the
answer is." "What does
research suggest." Trust the
experts, follow what the
research suggests

The
Village is
involved
in a solar
commun
ity
program
. More
informati
on to
come
soon.

Common
Impacts:
Altherna
tive
fuiels:
solar,
wind,
electric
Educatio
n:
recycling
, rates
and tax
credits,
composti
ng

Question
#9

How might the Village
overcome those challenges?
People don’t like to make
change. Need to make
people want to make
changes. People have to see
a benefit. Have to see their
neighbors doing it.

More energy efficient
buildings, adapt existing
structures to make them
more efficient.
ComEd will do audit.

Would love to see more
spotlights on businesses
that take green
measurements and
incentives for them

Tom Poupard: our new
Board leadership is much
more interested in these
(alternative energy) topics.
Code is being reviewed. We
could do a better job of
letting people know what is
allowed.

Compelling our businesses
(the strip mall and nb court
owners) to participate in
recycling and composting.

Natural building techniques:
Nbk has really large,
wastefully built houses.
Would rather see more
smaller houses, and
alternative power for those
smaller houses. Denser
neighborhoods are easier to
walk and bike in. Stop the
push to reduce density,
redirect it to encourage
density, which can be more
environmentally friendly,
more energy efficient.
Higher density, lower
footprint. Less lawn too!!
Yes! Less lawn is crucial‐‐
that area should be
perennials, prairie, rain
garden, or edible
landscaping.

It’s hard to find a home built
to be energy efficient.
Again, utility rate structure
should be based on use
rather than flat fees. Our
family too‐‐it's getting hard
to find a modest and
efficient house in
Northbrook, let alone
passive solar

In Europe energy is more
expensive, and people
change their behavior
accordingly to use less.

There should be an
environmental fee for
tearing down a serviceable
older house to put up a
larger home, unless the new
home is more energy
efficient.

Could you make a
compelling argument that
over the past 10‐15 years in
Northbrook there is
measurable differences that
impact residents financially
based upon climate change?

How does this help my
block? I liked this comment
about making solutions
hyper‐local, e.g. if I live in
this part of Northbrook,
what should I do?

‐ "Explain how it hits them in
the pocket book." How will
the solutions help me
financially?

Common Impacts:
Behavior Change Strategies:
environmental fees; ultility
rates based on use;
incentives for business
recycling and composting;
spotlight environmentally
friendly businesses
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Yale Climate Opinion Map—Cook County Illinois
The following is survey data represen ng climate opinion in Cook County Illinois. The informa on is provided by the Yale
202 Climate Opinion Maps. The following is an excerpt from informa on available via Yale’s online survey interface.
About
This version of the Yale Climate Opinion Maps is based on data through spring 2020. Public opinion about global warming
is an important inﬂuence on decision making about policies to reduce global warming or prepare for the impacts, but
American opinions vary widely depending on where people live. So why would we rely on just one na onal number to
understand public responses to climate change at the state and local levels? Public opinion polling is generally done at the
na onal level, because local level polling is very costly and me intensive. Our team of scien sts, however, has developed
a geographic and sta s cal model to downscale na onal public opinion results to the state, congressional district, and
county levels. We can now es mate public opinion across the country and a rich picture of the diversity of Americans’
beliefs, a tudes, and policy support is revealed.
Our na onal surveys show that 72% of Americans think global warming is happening. Our new YCOM model es mates,
however, show that only 50% of people in Emery County, Utah agree. Meanwhile 70% in neighboring Grand County, Utah
believe global warming is happening.
Explore the maps by clicking on your state, congressional district, or county and compare the results across ques ons and
with other geographic areas. Beneath each map are bar charts displaying the results for every ques on at whichever geographic scale is currently selected.
See the methods page for more informa on about uncertainty es mates. In some cases, numbers that should sum to
100% or diﬀerences from the na onal average that should sum to zero are oﬀ by one percentage point; these eﬀects are
due to rounding errors.
This research and website are funded by the Skoll Global Threats Fund, the Energy Founda on, the 11th Hour Project, the
Grantham Founda on for the Protec on of the Environment, the MacArthur Founda on, the Overlook Founda on and
the Endeavor Founda on. We are very grateful to Connie Roser-Renouf, Ed Maibach, Lisa Fernandez, Eric Fine, Bessie
Schwarz, Mike Sla ery, and Seth Rosenthal for their assistance with and support of the project.
How accurate are the es mates?
No model is perfect and there are uncertain es in the model es mates. To validate the model, we conducted independent surveys in four states (CA, TX, OH, CO) and two metropolitan areas (Columbus, OH and San Francisco, CA) and compared the survey results to our model es mates. On average, the model es mates diﬀered from the survey results by 2.9
percentage points among the four states and 3.6 percentage points among the two metropolitan areas, within the survey
margins of error. A series of technical simula ons es mate that the model has an average margin of error of ±7 percentage points at the state and congressional district levels, ±8 percentage points at the metro and county levels. Such error
ranges include the error inherent in the original na onal surveys themselves, which is typically ±3 percentage points. The
model uncertain es are smaller at broad geographic scales (e.g., the state level), and are larger at ﬁner geographic scales
(e.g., at the county and city levels). The model es mates also tend to be conserva ve, so geographic areas with extremely
high or low measures are not es mated as well as areas with values closer to the na onal average for each survey queson.
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